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The **DUMONT "CLUB"**

A modern-styled combination television standard broadcast and FM receiver especially designed for clubs, schools, lecture halls, game rooms, cocktail lounges, taverns, restaurants, etc. Brilliantly clear, large-screen television pictures on wide-angle, direct-view 15" cathode-ray tube, picture 12¾" wide by 9¾" high, 12¾ square inches. Exquisite FM tone. Control panel concealed, and provided with lock, so discourage meddling guests. The amazing Du Mont "proper twist" assures instant, accurate tuning of all 13 television channels and all FM stations. Tone selector provides choice of tone qualities ranging from accentuated treble to very low bass. 10" oversize symphonic speaker. 31 tubes including 15" diameter Du Mont cathode-ray picture tube. Cabinet finished in mahogany or neutral gray (suitable for painting); 38" wide, 20" high, 26" deep at top, 21¾" deep at base.

The cabinet is designed for shelf-mounting or overhead suspension.

The installation of more than one receiver in a location permits the reception of more than a single telecast simultaneously.
The DU MONT "CUSTOM"

Du Mont has designed these Telexe* chassis for special installations where cabinetry is not required or is unobtainable.

Providing the world's largest direct-view screen television as well as AM (standard broadcast) and FM reception as well, this model may be installed within wall space with the television screen, control panel and speaker grille recessed flush with the wall. This flexibility of the installation is such that the screen may be placed high in the wall to provide maximum viewing groups, and the control panel low for ease of operation.

Recommended for taverns, clubs, cocktail lounges, hotel lobbies, schools, etc.

The television screen is 20" in diameter; the picture is 171/2" x 121/4". — 272 square inches brilliantly clear, directly-viewed from any angle of the room. The exclusive Du Mont lmperator assures instant accurate tuning of all 13 television channels and all FM stations. Push-button controls are provided for tuning the AM radio and for tone selection. 12" symphonic speaker for exquisite audio reception.

A 12 foot cable between viewing tube and control panel allows great flexibility of arrangement. Control panel may be located out of the reach of the public. Same chassis as the famous Du Mont "Warmont*.

The installation of more than one receiver in a location, permits the reception of more than one receiver simultaneously.

DIMENSIONS — Cathode-ray tube chassis — 22" high, 22" wide and 521/2" deep. Frame—281/2" x 231/4". Control Panel chassis— 40" high, 213/4" wide, 181/2" deep. Speaker—Circular—12" diameter, frame approx. 17" x 25".
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